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“Do good and good will come to you.” 

BAL BHAVAN



Welcome Day 

After long summer vacation, coming back to school is always very excited for kids. It is very important that the
kids feel comfortable in school. The toddlers started their day with morning prayers. After that they played
games and watched movie. 



BEGINNING OF NEW SESSION



Family Tree 

Children love to learn about the world they live in as well as the family they belong
to. There is no greater gift you can give a child than to teach them about their
family. An activity 'My Family Tree' was organized for Bal Bhavan kids to teach
them about their family members. Kids made a tree and pasted their family
members' photos. Through this activity, kids learned about the importance of
family in one's life.





  Green Color Day 

Green is the most common color in the natural world. Think of nature and see green in all its glory
expressing renewal and life. Green is said to have healing power and is understood to be the most
relaxing and restful colour for human eyes. In order to make the students aware of how colour
makes our world a better place, Green Color Day was celebrated in Bal Bhavan. To mark this day very
special Classrooms and boards were decorated with g reen coloured objects, giving a graceful appeal
to the environment. Little kids were dressed up in different shades of green. They also carried green
coloured objects with them. Kids also participated in making green tree by finger printing. It was
indeed a fun filled learning day for the little inquisitive minds of our school. 





Cotton Dabbing Activity was conducted in Gyan Vihar School for Bal Bhavan kids. The toddlers dipped cotton
balls in color and dabbed them on paper to give impression of cotton in different images. When kids
engaged themselves in this activity, they developed eye-hand co-ordination and fine motor skills. They also
felt the texture of a cotton ball and realize the effort needed while dabbing them on a paper. Kids enjoyed
doing the activity. 

Cotton dabbing 



Summer Fruit Party 

It is summer and that means it’s the season of mango, peaches, melons, and berries. With this quote in
mind, the pre-primary wing celebrated the “Summer Fruit Party”. An opportunity was created where the
kindergarten students learned about the taste, color, smell, and texture of each fruit. Our tiny geckos
brought their favorite fruit from home and spoke a few lines about their favourite fruit. Kids were also
sensitised towards the importance and consumption of fruits in a regular diet. Teachers demonstrated the
process of making fruit salad. Kids thoroughly enjoyed the process of making fruit salad and ate it
delightfully. 







Sink and Float 

Dropping objects in water and checking if they sink or float is almost magical for the toddlers.
When our tiny GVians tried this “Sink and Float Activity”, the classroom was buzzing with joy, fun
and excitement. Teachers asked students t o put different things in water one by one and
observe which things float or sink. Through their observat ion teacher explained that buoyant
objects float and dense objects sink. The activity enabled scientific thinking, such as cause and
effect, comparison, observation and experimentation in a child at an early stage.
.





Guru Purnima 

To pay reverence to the Supreme Creators and mentors, a special assembly was organized on Guru
Purnima, wherein respected Principal Sir, along with teachers and students, paid his obeisance to the
almighty. The little toddlers also wish their teachers on this special day.



Accolades
 

Success is the sum result of consistent efforts and striving towards
excellence. We are pleased to announce that Gyan Vihar school has been
rated as one of India’s Best Schools, 2022-2023, by the Careers 360
website with an AAA score based on student academic performance,
faculty quality and facilities. As a sign of appreciation, the school was
given a certificate. Our principal Mr. Rakesh Upadhyay congratulated the
entire team and added that this award is a recognition of and
appreciation for the work done by the school administration, faculty,
parents and students. 





Achiever's Recipe of success

Name-Harshal Goyal
Class X Result- 97.6% 

Achievements-
She secured 4th rank all over Rajasthan in STSE (STATE
TALENT SEARCH EXAMINATION). Have secured zonal rank 16
in IMO. Participated and won in many inter school singing
competitions conducted by Anuvrat and other reputed
institutions. Is an amateur writer who writes poems in Hindi
and English both.  



Success doesn’t come from what you do

occasionally, but what you do consistently”   
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